
The puppet Parliament becomes more
pathetic

This Parliament is determined to thwart the will of the voters who decided to
leave the EU. It is equally determined to show it does not want to take back
control. MPs queue up in debates to tell us EU laws and rules are best, and
try to find ways of extending or protecting them. They have no faith in our
collective ability to choose wise and good laws for ourselves. They doubt
Leave MPs when we assure them we will keep the good laws from the EU, as they
will all be incorporated into UK law. What I want to change are some of the
VAT laws that make us impose tax on green products and domestic fuel,the
corporation tax decisions that cut the tax we imposed, the fishing laws and
the others that have done economic damage to us.

The behaviour is worrying and bizarre. Why get yourself elected to a body
designed to make laws and to influence government policy if you want our laws
to be made across the Channel instead? Why draw a salary if you think you
cannot improve on what the EU does?

Parliament usually wants the government to spend more on the favoured causes
of MPs and some of their constituents. Yet when it comes to finding a big pot
of money to spend at home by stopping sending large sums to the EU, most MPs
flip over and tell us we must keep on sending as much money to Brussels as
possible, even after we have left.

Many MPs have torn up their promises to their electors from 2017 when all
Conservative and Labour candidates fought on a ticket of implementing the
referendum. They have done so knowing they will alienate the Leave majority
in the country, and will not impress the many Remain voters who want Brexit
finished with and who accept the majority verdict. It is difficult to grasp
why so many only want the votes of the minority who reject the verdict of the
referendum who presumably voted Lib Dem in 2017.
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